Reliance Security and Risk Management
Academy (RSRMA)
Conceptualised by the late Captain VV Bhat. Established on 17 August, 1998.

Mission
Provide training to college graduates in all
domains of Industrial security and provide
sustained training to ensure that Reliance
Global Corporate Security (RGCS) oﬃcers
are aligned to the latest security threats and
solutions

Motto
Strong in Spirit, Resolute in Purpose.

Evolution
RSRMA today is the premier security academy
in the private sector that systematically conducts Induction
training, Refresher training and on-site training programme,
adopting the latest innovations and methods.
The RGCS leadership in 2014 aligned RSRMA’s learning objectives to
business goals by revamping the training programme to impart the best
corporate security training in the world to support exponential growth of RIL
in diﬀerent business domains.
RSRMA is aﬃliated to R-University since March 2016. The R-University model of standardised, focused, digitised,
innovative and ﬂexible learning experience has been incorporated through collaboration with other academies and
resources.

Location
RSRMA is co-located with RIL Petrochemical Plant at Nagothane in Raigad District that is accredited as the greenest
petrochemical plant of the world. The salubrious climate of Konkan Region and the state- of-the-art facilities of RIL
Township Nagothane provide ideal conditions for RSRMA to conduct world class training programme.
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Training Objectives of RSRMA

Impart world-class training on latest concepts and trends in Physical and Industrial security, Security Automation,
Information Security and Cyber Security.
Provide a platform to develop leadership and personality development skills and competencies.
Provide exposure to future skills like persuasion, negotiation and leading without authority in Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) world.
Spread learning culture among trainees as future leaders by encouraging them to acquire knowledge on business,
current aﬀairs and management through book reviews, social media, technology and mutual knowledge sharing
sessions.
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Business Goals of RSRMA
Risk Management
Trainees are able to identify security risks associated with
operational processes and ensure 100% implementation of
control measures.

Access Control
Empower oﬃcers to take over the role of access control
executives across the industrial or Campus & Oﬃce sites.

Update Syllabus
Train subordinate security staﬀ on emerging security concepts and
Technology to stay in step with operational advances. Develop the habit of continuous
learning and spreading learning culture in the environment.
.

Intelligence
Enable trainees to anticipate risks well in time to implement eﬀective mitigation measures.

De-Risking
Sensitize trainees about De-risking strategies to ensure
smooth operations and business continuity.

Security Audit
Enhance internal capacity / capability towards conduct of
ﬁrst party audits.
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Innovations in Training
Exercise Pinching Shoes
As part of the Experiential learning the students are made to undergo the
entire routine of a Lobby Assistant and Lobby Supervisor to understand the
problems, challenges and difficulties that they would undergo as part of
their daily professional routine. The students perform the duties of 12hour shifts both in day and night. They operate gates & boom barriers;
frisk visitors; operate X-ray machines; check material vehicles; patrol
the plant; operate weigh bridges; stand as sentries; and interact with all
the stakeholders at a site.
The Exercise has turned out to be a life-changing event as the students
develop a deep bond with the men they are likely to command in future.
Every future decision of theirs is likely to be based on empathy that has
developed through this Exercise.
In true sense the cadets learn to be humble, empathetic by being in the shoes of workmen at the ground level. This
not only improves the operational performance of the entire unit but keeps the atmosphere positive and builds the
trust between seniors and juniors.

Learning through Narratives & Role Playing
The teaching methodology during the course is mostly based on
Narrative based learning. The subjects like Business Operations, Fire,
First Aid, Material Movement, Access Control, Safety, Security, Risk
Assessment, People Management, Incident Handling & Reporting;
and Traffic Management are taught through a continuous narrative.
The cadets fit into various roles such as Site President, HR manager,
employees, guards, security officers, safety officer, Engineer-incharge etc. The students alternatively masquerade as criminals and
Security officers to plan operations from their point of view. It helps
the students to understand the events in its entirety and plan countermeasures to security incidents in a logical and comprehensive manner.
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Exercise “Tell Me Why”
One of the simplest yet most effective way to understand a system is through
an exercise named as TMW (Tell Me Why) exercise. It is based on simple
assumption that everything in this world, be it natural or man-made is
logical in its existence, be it its dimensions, design, type of material,
colour and the type of task it carries out. The Exercise is about
finding about the existing logic behind everything. The Fire control
equipment, Entry Control System, Access Control System, types
of Trucks, Traffic Engineering etc can be effectively learnt through
these exercises.
What the students learn stays with them for life. It makes them more
observant and tremendously improves their observation skill. This skill is
one of the foremost requirement of a security officer.

War-Game & Sand Model Discussions
In this methodology the Instructors encourage the students to brainstorm
a particular situation or event from both sides of the arena. The cadets
are divided into syndicates and encouraged to think like the adversary
and come up with solutions that they find most constructive both as
pros and cons. Hence, while one group comes up with the solutions
the other acts as the ‘Devil’s Advocate’. The emergence of different
perspectives is the most beneficial part of this entire exercise. The
doubts emerging are cleared before the culmination of the exercise.
The matter is further amplified by playing a skit on the subject matter.
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Training Activities at RSRMA
Basic Course
GCS Basic Course is covered in two phases. Induction Training Programme is conducted at RSRMA and On the
Job Training is facilitated at Jamnagar Manufacturing Division.

Refresher Cadres
Refresher cadres are conducted periodically to hone the skills of officers for
promotion. These are initiated through distant learning facilitated through
e-learning modules followed by Instructor-Led Training at RSRMA. This is
further sustained through Post-Training revision, application and evaluation
phase. Final grading is awarded at the end of the cadre.

Spreading Learning Culture
The academy spreads learning culture in RGCS through internal and external
expert faculty intervention programs like Spectrum, Leader’s Teach, Instructor
Cadres, Competency building cadres and Learning weeks for sharing
knowledge with RGCS oﬃcers. E-learning and social media platforms of RIL
also facilitate the spread of learning culture.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
The academy conducts children’s adventure camp, organizes motivational tours to Defence establishments,
actively participates in corporate initiatives like blood donation camps, fraternizing with local communities and
educating deprived children.

On-site Training
On-site training programs are conducted by Subject Matter Experts to facilitate
learning while oﬃcers are engaged in day-to-day operational activities.

Boot Camps
RSRMA conducts innovative leadership games for leaders across RIL to
build mental robustness and dynamic leadership skills.
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The corporate security professional training programmes of the Reliance
Security and Risk Management Academy (RSRMA) are acknowledged as bestin-class training programmes in Industrial Corporate Security. Corporate India
boasts of key leaders in the security domain who have been an alumni of this
prestigious academy. Stories of exemplary dedication to duty and demonstrated
skills in handling volatile industrial security situations with tact are hallmark of
the high quality of training at RGCS, beginning at the steps of RSRMA. Over
the years, RSRMA has constantly worked towards providing a safe and secure
environment.

https://rgsscareers.ril.com/
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